Kuskokwim River Salmon Management Working Group
1 (800) 315-6338 (MEET) Code: 58756# (KUSKO)
ADF&G Bethel toll free: 1 (855) 933-2433

M e e t i n g Ag e n d a
Date: July 14, 2012
Time Called to Order

Time: 2:00 pm

Place: Bethel

Chair

ROLL CALL TO ESTABLISH QUORUM:
Upriver Elder:
Downriver Elder:
Commercial Fisher:
Lower River Subsistence:
Middle River Subsistence:
Upper River Subsistence:
Headwaters Subsistence:

Time Adjourned
QUORUM MET? Yes / No
Processor:
Member at Large:
Sport Fisher:
Western Interior RAC:
Y-K Delta RAC:
ADF&G:

INTRODUCTIONS:
INVOCATION:
APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
PEOPLE TO BE HEARD:
CONTINUING BUSINESS:
1. Subsistence Reports:
a. Lower River:
b. ONC Inseason Subsistence:
c. Middle River:
d. KNA Inseason Subsistence:
e. Upper River:
f. Headwaters:
2. Overview of Kuskokwim River salmon run assessment projects:
a. Bethel Test Fish
b. Weirs/Mark-Recapture/Aerial Surveys/Other:
3. Commercial Catch Report:
4. Processor Report:
5. Sport Fish Report:
6. Weather Forecast:
7. Recommendation:
8. Motion for Discussion and Action:
OLD BUSINESS:
1. Old business items from previous meetings have been tabled until mid-July.
NEW BUSINESS:
COMMENTS FROM WORKING GROUP MEMBERS:
NEXT MEETING DATE:

____________Time:
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Place:_________________
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LOWER KUSKOKWIM RIVER INSEASON REPORTS:
Kuskokwim River In-season Subsistence Catch Monitoring Report
Orutsararmiut Native Council
Date July 9, 2012
Fishing reports from July 5-8, 2012.
Families
Families
Using
Using
Surveyed
Fishing
Driftnets
Setnets
13

25

9

Both

Gillnets
More than 6”
mesh

Gillnets
6” mesh
or less

Both

Rod &
Reel

2

1

11

1

0
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Compared with this time in a normal year, how are catch rates for salmon this week?
Chinook
Chum
Sockeye
Very
Normal
Poor
Very Good
Normal
Poor
Very Good
Normal
Poor
Good
3

3

10

7

6

4

8

Does the salmon run appear to be running early, late, or normal?
Chinook
Chum
Early
Normal
Late
Early
Normal
Late
Early
0

3

13

0

6

11

1

8

Sockeye
Normal
4

1

Late
12

Comments: This week was a bit difficult contacting people at fish camp due to weather, timing, and
fishing restrictions. Some families that normally would be out fishing are not fishing this year because they
don’t own a smaller size net. In previous years of the ONC inseason survey program most fishers
completed their salmon harvest for the year by the first week of July. This year at that time many fishers
were only partially done meeting their families harvest goals, and others have harvested less but are
satisfied with what they have.
25 families were surveyed this week for the inseason subsistence monitoring program. 13 (52%) of the
families were fishing this week. 10 (40%) of the families said they did not fish this week. 2 (8%) of the
families are done fishing for the year. None of the families interviewed met their usual Chinook salmon
harvest goals, but most people reported that they are satisfied with what they have between chum and
sockeye for dry fish. 8 (32%) of the families interviewed are waiting for Coho salmon to make up for
fewer Chinook harvested this year. 2 (8%) of the families reported their fish spoiling from the weather. 3
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(12%) of the families have not started this year and are waiting for the mixed stock run to improve before
going fishing. 1 (4%) of the families declined to comment on salmon fishing gear or Chinook catch rate
and run timing for this week.
9 (69%) families reported using drift nets. 2 (15%) family reported using set net. 2 (15%) family reported
using both. No families reported rod and reel fishing for freezer fish. 1 (7%) of the families fishing used gill
nets greater than 6-inch mesh. 9 (69%) of the families reported using 6-inch mesh or less. 1 (7%)
families reported using both.
The majority of families that were surveyed this week indicated they had finished fishing for chum and
sockeye this year. One observation to note: Many families who were done fishing for chum and sockeye
plan to double their harvest on Coho to make up for less harvest of Chinook in order to meet their
subsistence needs for the year. Coho salmon is a desired substitute for Kings because they are very similar
when processing certain subsistence foods such as strips, stink heads, salt fish, dried heads, dried
stomachs and many other uses specifically for Chinook salmon.
Most had previously indicated they had met their subsistence salmon needs for the year or were satisfied
with what they had. A few of our families had indicated that they were specifically fishing for chum and
sockeye, to let the Chinook salmon pass through. Families who had started fishing later in the season
expressed frustration and discouragement about the gear size restrictions, bad drying weather and
increase in gas prices. Some families also expressed the hardship of not meeting needs last year and were
concerned about harvesting enough salmon this year to feed their families. Some families said they would
target more whitefish to meet their total subsistence needs this year because 4-inch mesh was still allowed
during the subsistence closures for Chinook conservation.
Chinook:
Catch rate: Of the 13 families fishing this week, 3 (23%) families reported the Chinook catch as very
good, 3 (23%) families reported the catch as normal, and 10 (77%) families reported it as poor. 1 (7%)
family was not willing to comment. Mesh restrictions allowing only 4-inch and smaller nets were lifted as of
Monday July 9th. Many families still made observations that the Chinook caught with 4-inch or 6-inch mesh
were smaller in size, and that there was greater abundance of smaller kings overall than last year’s run. A
few fishers said that Chinook catch rates are improving in abundance, the overall size of the Chinook
caught is increasing, and the genders are approximately a male to female ratio of 50/50.
Run timing: Many fishers are hesitant to comment on run timing, because this year has been a very
unusual fishing year with the changes in water temperature and clarity.
Harvest Goals: All families interviewed did not catch their usual harvest goals of Chinook for the year.
Chum:
Catch Rate: Of the 13 families fishing this week, 7 (54%) families reported their catch rates as good. 6
(46%) family reported their catches as normal. 4 (31%) families reported their chum catches as poor.
Run timing: No families reported the run return as early. 6 (46%) families reported the salmon run
timing as normal. 4 (31%) families reported the run to be late.
Harvest Goals: 15 of the families interviewed reported meeting their harvest goals for chum this year.
Sockeye:
Catch Rate: Of the 13 families fishing this week, 8 (62%) families reported their catch rates as good. 8
(62%) families reported their catches as normal. 1 (8%) families reported their sockeye catches as poor.
Many fishers reported the sockeye catch rate as fewer than last year, but bigger and healthier looking than
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previous years. Families are also reported experimenting using Sockeye prepared in different ways to
conserve Chinook and meet their family’s subsistence salmon needs for the year.
Run timing: 1 (8%) families reported the run return as early. 4 (31%) families reported the salmon run
timing as normal. 12 (92%) families reported the run to be late compared to previous years.
Harvest Goals: 15 of the families interviewed reported meeting their harvest goals for sockeye this year.
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OVERVIEW OF KUSKOKWIM RIVER SALMON RUN ASSSSMENT PROJECTS
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Chinook Salmon Cumulative CPUE Index, Bethel Test Fishery
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Chinook Salmon Cumulative CPUE Index, Bethel Test Fishery (continued)

2012 BTF Daily CPUE index
for Chinook, sockeye, and chum salmon
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Chum Salmon Cumulative CPUE Index, Bethel Test Fishery
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Sockeye Salmon Cumulative CPUE Index, Bethel Test Fishery
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ESCAPEMENT MONITORING
Status of Salmon Assessment Projects as of July 11, 2012
•
•
•
•

Kogrukluk River Weir has not been operational since July 8 at 5:00 pm due to extremely
high water.
Salmon River Weir has not been operational since July 9 at 9:00 am due to extremely
high water.
Kwethluk River Weir went out of operation July 10 at 12:00 pm due to extremely high
water. July 10 is only a partial day count (*).
Tuluksak River Weir has been experiencing high water levels but continues to operate.

Chinook Salmon
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Chinook Salmon (continued)
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Chinook Salmon (continued)
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Chum Salmon
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Chum Salmon (continued)
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Chum Salmon (continued)
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Sockeye Salmon
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COMMERCIAL CATCH REPORT:
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